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Answer booklet;
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1. (a) A bag contains6 green,4 red and 5 blue balls. Three balls arepicked, one at a time with
replacement.Use tree diagram to determine the probability of picking:
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Construct a frequency distribution table starting with a class interval-of 40-44. "
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(i) onegreen, one red andone blue ball;

(ii) all greenballs;

(iii) two red and onegreenin that order;

(iv) oneblue and two red in that order.

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

3;
7;
odd;
even.

(b) The probability that it will rain today is 0.26. Determine theprobability that it will not
rain today. (2 marks)

(c) . Two dice are tossedtogether.What is the probability that the sumof the numbers
showing on their upper faces is:
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Calculate themean using 62 asassumedmean.
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Statethemodal class.

(i) Draw a cumulative frequency curve.

(ii) Estimate the median.
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3. Figure 1 showsa triangle ABC. Calculate:(a)

(i) the length of AC;

(ii) the anglesABC andACB;

(iii) the area.

A (10 marks)

B

,r. 1

Fig. 1

Solve 3sinx - 5cosx= 4 for values of x, 0 ::; x ::; 3600 (10 marks)(b)

_ ~'A

(4 marks)

(a)4. Solve for x and y.

(b) Use matrix method to solve the pairs of simultaneous equations ~ )<5--\-]::..Kb +
3x-7y=5 l<{ )C{

x+4y= 6
(8 marks)

(c)

(d)

Define a singular matrix. (2 marks)

For the matrix shownbelow

(2 -5)
.6 4 \

\tqdetermine:

(i) the determinant;
(ii) the transpose;
(iii) the inverse.
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5. (a) Differentiate the following:

(i) y = 2x2-5x; (1 mark)

(ii) y = (x- 2)(5x2+ 1); (3 marks)

(iii) y=xsinx; (4 marks)

(iv)
3x2 (4 marks)y= cos2x'

(b) An object is thrown upwards so that its height above the ground after t secondsis
{2t( 5 - t) +9} metres. Find the:

..
(i) velocity;
(ii) acceleration;
(iii) maximum height reached.

(8 marks)

6. (a) Integrate the following:

(i) f 2xd:J; (1 mark)

(ii) f X2+ 5x +6 dx (5 marks)
x+3

(b) Evaluate 102( 4 - 2x2)d:J; (4 marks)

(c) Calculate the areabetween the curve y = X2- 3x +2, x -axis, line x = 1and x = 3 .
(10 marks)
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(e) Resolve the vector 1:= (7,1500
) into the horizontal andvertical components.

(5 marks)

7. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

8. (a)

(b)

\ 0

If g =(_~) and Q = (~), find ~ g + 3Q (4 marks)

Determine the length of the vector (!)
(2 marks)

Figure 2 shows triangle OAB. @= Q., O_B= Q andP lies onAB such that
AP:PB = 3.2. Express the vector QP in terms of g and Q. (4 marks)

A

Fig. 2

Given 1:= (~). Find its magnitude and direction. (5 marks)

A tourist from America had 2,000 US dollars to use in Kenya. He exchangesthe dollars
into Kenya Shillings. He spenta total of Ksh. 72,000, then converted the balanceback
to US dollars. Calculate how much US dollars he remainedwith, given that 1US dollar
is equivalent to Ksh. 88. (6 marks)

John bought land at Ksh. 800,000. He then subdivided the land in three portions and
sold them at Ksh. 300,000, Ksh. 500,000 and Ksh. 200,000 respectively. Calculate his
percentageprofit. (4 marks)

(c) Mary took a bank loan of Ksh. 400,000 to be paid back after.4 years at a compound
interest of 15% per annum.Determine the total amount shepaid back. (4 marks)

(d) Paul is a businessmanwho buys cars in Japanand sells them in Germany. During one
month hebought and transported25 Nissan carsat a cost of 300,000 JapaneseYen each.
At what price must he sell eachcar in Germany if he wishes to make a profit of 25%?
25.523 GermanDeutschmark = 208.166 JapaneseYen. . (6 marks)
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